
My Utopia. Your Dystopia.  
K.L. Brown. 



Research I : Drawing in rural setting. Thinking about paradox of 
pastoral idyll – is it Utopian? Becoming aware of shapes and forms in 
landscape. 



Research II : Considering other artists’ interpretations of utopia. Finding 
‘otherworldly forms’. Observing how other artists work with organic 
materials. Utopia as a place of transformative possibilities. 
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‘Space is the Place’, Sun Ra, 1974 

‘Suspended in natural space time’,  
Emma Talbot, 2019 



Idea Development I: Working with idea of a portal in different media – 
drawing, monoprints, 3D maquettes  



Idea Development II: Continued exploration of organic forms, building 
on observational drawing, experimenting with colour and playing with 
things in 3D 



Materials I: Casting from organic forms using plaster and jesmonite. 
Adding wire to be able to manipulate in 3 dimensions and combine 
with wooden batons to create a freestanding sculpture. 



Materials II: Drawing with unconventional materials – thinking about 
how to create visual impact. Working with wool and twine to create a 3D 
form. Using lighting to highlight the structure. 



Reflection I: Focus on ‘natural’ world – what my practice is about. I am 
interested in my relationship to nature/land as a woman. I feel echoes of 
myself in these sinuous forms.  I have a growing belief that it is a false 
dichotomy to treat nature as ‘other’.  

“Our	willingness	to	conceive	
of	nature	as	‘other’,	as	
something	that	can	be	
possessed	and	colonised	goes	
to	the	heart	of	the	Western	
world’s	relationship	with	
nature.”	

From	my	writing	reviewing	an	exhibition	by	Oliver	Hoare.		



Reflection II: How I like to work, processes that have uncertainty, 
energy within them. I find colour energising, my physical relationship 
with materials is vital. As I continue with Fine Art and Sculpture, I need 
to seek out these ways in my practice. 

Unpredictable materials. Thinking with hands. Kinetic energy and colour. Physicality with media. 



Summary: use FAD to strengthen the development arc of my work, 
specialising in Sculpture and Fine Art. Build towards an MA programme 
and explore complementary work opportunities. 

Fine Art Sculpture 
	-	Develop	thinking	and	ability	to	
see	work	and	ideas	through	to	
more	evolved	stage.	
	
-	Gain	experience	of	crits	and	
ability	to	contextualise	work.	
	

	-	Continue	to	investigate	shape	
and	form.	Let	materials	lead	
investigations	
	
-	Gain	new	3D	skills	and	experience	

Themes to develop 
	-	Relationship	/	oneness	with	nature.	Historical	and	cultural	research.	Eco-feminism	
research	
	
-  Elements	–	sky,	earth,	boundaries,	interfaces	…	horizon,	shore/water	

-  Beyond	the	rational.	Otherworldly	shapes	and	forms.	Transformative	possibilities	

-  Webs,	networks,	irregular	matrices,	as	a	way	of	forming	structures	

-  Working	with	materials	that	have	a	degree	of	uncertainty,	or	potential	energy	
bound	up	within	them	–	finding	ways	to	interact	with	that.	

-  How	colour	can	bring	energy	and	transformation	to	my	work.	Understanding	its	
role	in	my	work.			


